
Successful SKUID Implementation 
Implementation Summary
The purpose of any system implementation requires detailed course of action. CEPTES Software 
Services working on the genre of IT Industry, has been looking for a solution, which would manage 
two major aspects: 

The Requirements
CEPTES's requirement was to allow all its employees use a platform for creating any tickets, that 
would be associated with the concerned project. The purpose was also to assist all of them, to log 
the effort and time spent on a particular project. 

One more requirement that had been added was to raise the type of ticket. It was also mandatory 
to mention the kind of ticket that needs to be raised. Some of the mentioned types are categorized 
as follows: 

Bug 
Task 
Sub-Task 
Epic 
User Story 

Keep track of the Resource Time and Effort  
Keep track of the Projects until Closer 

After a detailed research, CEPTES has taken Salesforce.com as their Cloud Partner for the purpose 
of implementation solution as well as, keeping all the Employee Information within the same 
platform. This process has been set-up to manage all the project assignment, along with tracking 
the time and effort of the resources. 



Additional Requirement
There were certain other requirements as well. It was imperative that all the employees should not 
be getting access to log-in into Salesforce as users. But at the same time, they should have the 
privilege to create tickets and work on their assigned tickets. Hence, the additional requirement 
was to design a log-in page for all employees, authenticated with the use of One Time Password 
(OTP) option. This requirement was essential to be achieved using minimal code customization.

The Solution

Business Challenge
CEPTES has been using Jira for the purpose of Project Management, where all the projects were 
previously being tracked to closure. The drawback that CEPTES have been facing was the huge cost 
involved in the Licenses. In order to reduce the recurring cost per month for Jira License, an 
application must be created for all employees. 

There were certain features, which needed to be incorporated into this platform. They were the 
following: 

SKUID, an application available on Salesforce AppExchange, has helped CEPTES to create the login
page, as well as various other pages. The Point and Click feature of SKUID is simple enough to help 
us implement the entire process, without the involvement of  much custom code. 

The SKUID UI model is used in the creation of the Login Page. There was not much fuss in the 
process, and the authentication had been done by sending the user an OTP, in their email. Several 
pages has been developed for Ticket, Project and Work-log dashboard which are included into 
master application SKUID page. 

The entire solution should be accessed by all the employees of CEPTES as well the 
clients.  
It must be assured that the data is not shared with all the employees. The sharing will 
be done on the basis of role hierarchy.  
Number of validation as well as business process required.  

The Work-Log Dashboard – A complete and accurate view of the effort logged by the user. 
The entry done is based on day, week and even month. The process was successfully 
established.  
Ticket Dashboard – Based on the status of the ticket, the projects are indeed categorized 
and hence, allows the user to update the ticket notes gradually. The process has been made 
so simple that even the work log can be added, if and when necessary.  
The Project Dashboard – In this category, employees can even make a note of the list of the 
projects, which are being assigned to them. It is also said to categorize the roles of an 
individual employee if he/she has been assigned multiple projects.



Login Page

Dashboard Page



The Work Log Page 

New Ticket Page



The Disadvantages

The Advantages
There is no requirement of codes or very minimum code required.  
There has been no Test Class or even Test Coverage 
The development of pages requires less amount of time.  
It is Lightning Ready. 
Always supported by JS, CSS and even some built-in themes. 
Component Supportive and as well allows creating  new components. 
The customization of the Standard Salesforce Pages/Views is possible.  
Action Framework 
Reports and Charts  
Tables 

Some additional License cost is involved in this process.  
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About CEPTES

CEPTES established as an IT service provider, recognized globally as Technological Experts. With 
offices in US and New Zealand spanning for few years, the customer retention rate stands at a 
whopping rate of 99% for customers from various parts of the globe. Most of our clients enjoy long 
standing relation with us engaging for subsequent and multiple projects. 

We help businesses grow with Salesforce.com products and technology. Starting our journey in the 
year 2010, we provide top-notch quality services, as a Salesforce partner with a particular focus on 
Lightning-ready AppExchange development, building enterprise solutions, and third-party
integration.  


